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1. INTRODUCTION 
The mass-transfer p oblem has interested from its beginning many specialists in different math- 
ematical areas, since the obtained results were successively relevant o many fields such as engi- 
neering, economy, logistics theory of stochastic processes, and decision theory. Many remarkable 
results about solvability and the absence of a duality gap have been obtained for real-valued cost 
functions and scalar measures (see for instance, [1-3]). The vector mass-transfer problem which 
we now consider is an abstraction of latter in which the cost function is valued in an arbitrary 
Banach lattice E while the distribution of supply and demand, and the assignment of supplies 
to meet demands are represented by measures valued in the positive dual cone of E'.  The vector 
integration used here is that of [4], which coincides in our case with the countably additive Bartle 
integral [5] au(1 other usual bilinear vector integriations. 
The general mass-transfer vector problem for measurable functions and operator valued mea- 
sures is studied in Section 3, while Section 4 deals with the continuous case. 
In spite of the fact that the product of two vector measures may fail to exist in simpler 
cases (see [6,7]), Theorem 4 allows us to affirm that the primal problems here considered are 
consistent. Theorem 6 states that the general Primal Problem (PP) is solvable whenever its 
feasible set is bounded and uniformly countably additive, while Theorem 9 assures the solvability 
of the continuous primal problem CPP assuming only that its feasible set is bounded. The last 
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condition is automatical ly fulfilled if the dual space E ~ can be renormed to be an abstract L-space, 
and in particular, if E is a finite-dimensional space. Furthermore, Theorem 10 and Corollary 11 
give sufficient conditions for the absence of a duality gap in the continuous transportat ion vector 
problem. Finally, Theorem 12 states that the continuous transportation problem and its dual are 
strongly dual (i.e., both solvable with no duality gap) whenever the positive cone of the Banach 
lattice E has an interior point. 
Further concepts and questions about optimization, vector measures, functional analysis, and 
Banach lattices, nonexplicitly introduced here, can be found, for instance, in [1,8-12]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Throughout  he paper, E will denote a Banach lattice with positive cone E+, and E '  will be its 
dual space endowed with the usual dual order and norm. Let us denote by E~_ the positive dual 
cone. For every e E E, we will write e + = sup(e,0) = e V 0, e -  = ( -e )  V 0, and lel = e + + e- .  
The same notation will be  used for the elements of E' .  
Let E be a a-algebra of subsets of a set X,  # : E -~ E / an additive vector measure, and 
: E x E '  -~ R the canonical bilinear form on E x E' ,  i.e., ~(e, e') = (e, e') = e'(e) for every 
(e,e') E E x E' .  The semivariation of p is the set function 11~11 defned on E by II~II(A) = 
sup II ~2=1 rkp(Ak)tl (A E E), where the supremum is taken over all measurable and finite parti- 
r r /n with Irk l < 1 for every 1 < k < n. tions {Ak}~=l of A, and all finite collections of scalars t kSk=l 
The variation of # is the set function v(#,.) defined on E by v(p,A) = sUP~BE ~ II~(B)II (A 
E E), where the supremum is taken over all measurable and finite partitions lr of A (see [8]). 
The semivariation of ~r with respect o ~5 (see [4,5,9]) is the extended nonnegative set function fi 
defined on E by 
n 
fi(A) : sup E {ek,p(Ak)) , (A E E), 
k=l 
A where the supremum is taken over all measurable and finite partitions { k}k=l of A and all finite 
collections {ek}~=l C E verifying that IleklI < 1 for every 1 < k < n. 
As usual (see [8, p. 30]), we will denote by bvca(E,E ~) the Banach space of all countably 
additive E~-valued measures # of bounded variation (i.e., v(p, A) < +oo) defined on 2, equipped 
with the variation norm (i.e., the norm of # E bvca(E, E') is its total variation v(p, X)).  We say 
that  an additive measure p : F, -~ E '  is positive if #(A) ~ E~_ for every A E F,, and 2~I+(E, E ' )  
will denote the closed cone of all positive measures p E bvea(E, Er). 
If  X is a Hausdorff topological space and 2 is its Borel a-algebra, then a vector measure 
/~ : N -~ E ~ is said to be regular if for each Borel set A E E and every e > 0, there exist a 
compact set K and an open set G such that K C A C G and I[#(A')I[ _< ¢ for every A'  E E 
with AI C G - K . Let us denote by bvrca(E, E ~) the subspace of bvea(E, E') of all countably 
additive E'-valued regular measures # c bvea(E, E'). If # c bvca(E, Et), then it follows from 
[9, Proposit ion III.15.22] that # E bvrca(E,E') if and only if v(#,.) is a Radon measure. If 
# E ~' /+(E,E ' ) ,  then it follows from Proposition 2 belo{v, that # C bvrca(E,E') if for every 
Borel set A E E and every s > 0, there exists a compact subset K C X such that K C A and 
Ili~(A - K)II _< c, and in this case, #(A) = sup{p(K)  : K C A, K E K:} = inf{p(G) : A C G, 
G c G}, where K denotes the class of all compact subsets of X and U denotes the family of all 
open subsets of X. 
Let us denote by C(X, E) the Banach space of the bounded continuous E-valued functions 
defined on X, endowed with the usual supremum norm. Because of its great importance in 
Section 4, let us recall the following extension, due to Singer, of the classical Riesz Theorem 
representing the dual of C(K). It may be found, for instance, in [13, Lemma 1.6, Section 1.4, 
Chapter II] (see also [8, Dinculeanu-Singer Theorem, p. 182; 9, Theorem 2, p. 380, Corollary 2, 
p. 387; 14]). 
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THEOREM. (GOWURIN-SINGER).  Let A be the Borel a-algebra of a compact Hausdorff space Y, 
and let F be a Banach space with duM F'. Then bvrca(A, F') is the dual space o[ C(Y, F). 
Now, let us prove some results that will be very useful in next sections. 
PROPOSITION 1. If # : E --* E'  is an additive measure, then ~ = v(#,-). 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the involved definitions (see [9, Proposition 4. 
54]). n 
PROPOSITION 2. Let # : E --~ E' be an additive measure. If # is positive, then the following 
~sertions hold. 
STATEMENT 2.1. The set function # is increasing (i.e., #(A) < #(B) if A, B c E and A C B). 
STATEMENT 2.2.  I<e, tt(A)>[ _< ( lel,~(A)) for every e E E and A E E. 
STATEMENT 2.3. IIpII(A) = tl~(A)ll for every A E E. 
PROOF. Statements 2.1 and 2.2 are a trivial consequence of the positiveness of #. Furthermore, 
if A ~ E, {Ak}~=~ C E is a partition of A and {rk}~=~ C R verifies [rkl < 1 for 1 < ~ < ~,, then 
it follows from 2.2 that 
e, rkl~(Ak) <_ t(e,/z(Ak))l 
k=l 
_< £ (le[, #(Ak)) 
k=l 
-- <le l , , (Ak))  
_< II•(A)II, 
for every e C E with Nell _< 1. Now, 2.3 follows immediately from the definition of II#]I(A), since 
iI#(A)H _< II#II(A) (see [8, Proposition I. l . l l ]).  I 
PROPOSITION 3. l~[ Zt can be renormed to be an abstract L-space (i.e., there exists an equivalent 
norm on E' which is additive on E'+ ) 1, then there exists a real number > 0 such that v(p, A) <_ 
rll/z(A)l I for every positive measure #:  E -~ E' and every AE E. 
PROOF. This is a trivial consequence of the involved definitions: | 
Throughout he paper, we will consider two c-algebras E1 and Z2 of subsets of X1 and X2, 
respectively, and two measures #1 E M+(E1, E') and #2 E M+(E2, E'). D~note by E1 ® E2 the 
c-algebra of subsets of X1 x X2, generated by the algebra E1 × E2 of measurable rectangles. 
Let us consider in the product vector space E' × E' the positive cone E~_ × E~_ and the norm 
' ' E' E'. E' E' E' II(el,e~)ll = ]lei]l + lle~ll, for every (el,e2) E × Let ~ : x --~ be a positive (i.e., 
~(E~_ × E~_) C E~_) bil l|ear (and therefore, continuous) mapping. We may suppose, without loss 
of generality, that 11~11 -< 1. Denote by/z 1 @/2 2 the product measure of #1 and #2 with respect 
to ~2, which is the unique countably additive E'-valued measure defined on E1 ® E2 verifying that 
#1 ® #2(A × B) = ~(#I(A),p~(B)) ,  
for every measurable rectangle A x B E E1 x E2. 
Although the product of two vector measures may fail to exist even in simpler cases (see [6,7]), 
the following theorem holds. 
1This condition holds in particular if E '  is finite-dimensional. Other examples and properties of AL-spaces and 
AM-spaces can be found for instance, in [11,12]. 
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THEOREM 4. The product measure/Zl @/Z2 exists and #1 ® #2 C M+(E1 ® E2, E'). Furthermore, 
if Xi  is a compact Hausdorff topological space, Ei is its Borel g-algebra and #i is regular for 
i = 1, 2, then there exists one and only one E'-valued positive regular measure of bounded 
variation defined on the Borel g-algebra of X1 x X2, which extends #1 ® #2. 
PROOF. The existence of the product measure g1®#2 follows immediately from [15, Corollary 1], 
since #1 and #2 are both of bounded variation. Furthermore, it results from [16, Theorem 2] and 
Proposition 1 that 
V(~t I @/~t2, X 1 x X2) = ~t l~2(X1 X X2) 
_< fi~ (x~)~2 (x2) 
= v(m, X1)v(~2, X2) 
< +oo, 
and therefore, ~t 1 ® P2 E bvca(E1 ® E2, E'). It follows now fi'om the proof of the Carath6odory- 
Hahn-Kluvgnek extension theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.2] that Pl ® #2 E M+ (El ® E2, E'), since the 
positive cone E'  is closed (see [12, Proposition II.5.5]), the measures #1 and #2 are both positive, + 
the mapping ~ is also positive, and/£1 ® ~2 is the unique countably additive extension to E1 ® E2 
of the finitely additive measure #1 x #2 defined on the algebra E1 x E2 such that 
~1 × #2(A x B) = (p(pl(A),p2(B)), (C E~_), 
for every A E El, B c E2. 
If Xi is a compact Hausdorff topological space, Ei is its Borel a-algebra nd >i is regular for 
i = 1, 2, then from [9, Theorem III.5.3], there follows the existence of a unique E'-valued positive 
regular measure of bounded variation defined on E which extends #1 ® ~t2. m 
3. GENERAL TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS 
Let c : X1 x X2 --~ E be a norm bounded and measurable (in the sense of [4]) function, i.e., 
[Ic[l~ = sup{Uc(xl,x2)H : (xl,x2) E X1 x X2} < +oo and there exists a sequence of simple 
functions converging pointwise to c. Consider now the following problem: 
rain JAr'1 × x2 c d# 
7ri# = #i, i = 1, 2, (PP) 
# E M+(E1 ® E2,E') ,  
where the integrals are in the sense of [4], 7ri : bvca(E1 ® E2, E') --~ bvca(E1, E') is the positive 
linear and continuous mapping given by 7qp(a) = #(A × X2), for every # E bvca(E1 ® E2, E t) 
and every A C El, and 7r2 is defined in an analogous way. Henceforth, let us assume that 
/£1(X1) : ~t2(X2) and qD(e', p2(X2)) : {(pl(X1), e') for every e' c E'. 
PROPOSITION 5. The primal problem PP is consistent. 
PROOF. Let F (PP)  denote the feasible set of PP. Then, it follows from Theorem 4 that 
F (PP)  ~ fl, and therefore, PP is consistent. | 
THEOREM 6. I f  the feasible set F(PP)  is norm bounded and uniformly countably additive, then 
problem PP is solvable. 
PROOF. Let Lo~(Ej ® E2, E) be the vector space of all norm bounded and measurable (in the 
sense of [4]) functions f : X 1 X X2 + E, equipped with the uniform norm 11 [[oc (i.e., ]lfN~ = 
sup{[I/(Xl, x2)ll : (Zl, z2) E Xl x 22}), and let [Lo~(E1 ® E2, E)]' denote its dual space endowed 
with the usual dual norm. 
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Consider the injective linear mapping 
f :  bvea(Xl ® Z~, f ' )  -~ [L~(~I ® Z~, £)]' 
defined by 
£ 
T(#)(F) = T#(f) = I f d#, 
gx 1xX2 
for every tL C bvea(Ez ® E2, E') and every f c Loo(Et ® E2, E). 
Let us prove that T is an isometric isomorphism onto a subspace of [Loo(E1 ® E2, E)]'. In fact, 
let tt ~ bvca(E1 ® E2, E'). It results from [4, Theorems 5 and 14] and Proposition 1, that 
I]T.(F)II <_ IIf11~ fi(X, × 22) 
= l[/[[~ v(#,Xl  x X2), 
fbr every f E Loo(E1 ® E2,E).  Therefore, T~, E [L~(E1 ® Ez, E)]' and lIT.If _< ~,(#,X~ x x2). 
Besides, we get that IIZ~lt = v(~,Xm x X2) t)ecause 
F( / / , ,X  1 x X2)  = ~(X  1 x X2) 
i =~1 ! 
= sup (e.i, #(Ai)) 
' l i  ) \ i=1  --= sup  JX lxX2 eiXA~ 
<_ I1~;11, 
.4 n where the above suprema re taken over all finite and measurable partitions { i}i=l of Xl  × X2 
e n and all finite collections { i}i=1 C E with Ile~ll _< 1 for i = 1,.. ,~. Therefore, T[F(PP)] is 
norm-bounded. Let us prove now that T[F(PP)] is cr([Lo~(E1 ®E2, E)]', L~(E1 ®E2, E) )-closed. 
In fact, take A in the cr([Loo(E1 ® E2, E)]', Loo(E1 ® E2, E))-closure of T[F(PP)],  and consider 
the set function #a : E1 ® E2 --~ E' defined by 
(e,#~(A)} = A (eXA), 
fbr every A E EI ® E2 and every e E E. Then/,~ is a positive and additive E'-vatued measure 
of bounded variation such that rq/,~ = #i for i = 1, 2. Furthermore, for every ~ > 0 and every 
sequence (A,~),~c N of pairwise disjoint elements of EI ® E2, there exist no ~ N, c~ c E, and 
It~ ~ F(PP)  such that Itlt(Un>no An)H <_ ¢/3 for every I* c F(PP) ,  Ile~tl <_ 1, 
and H<e~, (/*~ - #~)(u,,>~oA,~)>l[ _< e/3. Therefore, #~ is countably additive and T (~)  = A. 
Consequently, ~[£(ee) ]  is a([L~o(E1 ® gu, E)]', L~(E~ ® E2, E))-closed. The result follows now 
immediately from the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem [10, Theorem 3.4.1]. II 
COROLLARY 7. If there exists a real number > 0 such that v(#,X1 x X2) <_ vll#(Xl x X2)t] 
for eve W # C F(PP)2  and F(PP)  is uniformly eountably additive, then the primal problem PP 
is solvable. 
2proposit ion 3 states that  this condit ion holds for instance, if E'  can be renormed to be an abstract  L-space a.nd 
in particular, if E is finite-dimensional. 
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PROOF. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 since 
v(~t,X 1x X2) ~ 7" I[,(Xl × X2)[t 
= 7" II,~(Xa)ll 
rY(~l, X1), 
for every # E F(PP) .  | 
4. CONTINUOUS TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS 
In this section, we study the solvability and the absence of a duality gap for continuous mass- 
transfer problems. By the Gowurin-Singer Theorem, enunciated in Section 2, a natural line of 
attack is to repose the transportation problem for regular measures. Notation will be that of 
previous sections and integrals continue being in the sense of [4]. 
Let X~ be a compact Hausdorff space, Ei its Borel a-algebra, E the Borel or-algebra of Xa x )22, 
pi E bvrca+(Ei,E ~) = bvrca(E,i,E ~) n M+(Ei, E~), i = 1,2, and c E C(X1 x X2, E). The 
continuous transportation problem which we now pose is, 
min f c d# 
JX~xX2 
7r,i# = lLi, i = 1, 2, (CPP) 
#~ E bvrca+(Ei, E'). 
We also pose a dual problem for CPP in C(X1, E) x C(X2, E) which takes the following form: 
max/  u~d~l +f¥ u2dm JX1 2 
ul + u2 _< c, (CDP) 
ui E C(Xi, E), i = 1, 2. 
REMARK 8. 
(i) Problem CPP is consistent since it follows from Theorem 4 that the primal feasible set 
F (CPP)  is nonempty. 
(ii) The positive cone bvrca+(E,E') is a(bvrca(E,E'),C(XlxX2, E))-elosed (following [10, 
p. 92], we will write, weak*-closed) since the dual positive cone of a Banach lattice is 
weak*-closed. 
(iii) As the positive cone bvrca+(E, E ~) is weak*-closed and the ~ri, i = 1, 2, are continuous 
when we consider the weak*-topologies in bvrca(E,E t) and bvrca(Ei,Et),i = 1,2, it 
follows that the primal feasible set F (CPP)  is also weak*-closed. 
THEOREM 9. If the primal feasible set F (CPP)  is norm-bounded then CPP is solvable. 
PROOF. It follows immediately from the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem [10, Theorem 3.4.1] and 
Remark 8(iii). | 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that there exists a real number A > 0 verifying v(#, X 1 x X2) ~/~[[#(X 1 x 
x2)ll for every # E bvrca+(E, E'). Then (CPP) is solvable and there is no duality gap for (CPP) 
and (CDP). 
PROOF. The solvability of CPP is immediately obtained from Theorem 9 by noting that the 
feasible set F (CPP)  is norm-bounded (see the proof of Corollary 7). 
The absence of a duality gap for CPP and (DPP) will follow immediately from [1, Theorem 
3.10] if the set 
D = { (Trl#,Tc2lz, f¥~xx2 e dlz) : # E bvrca+(E,E')} 
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is c~( bvrca( E ~ ,E' ) x bvr ca( E2, E') x R, C ( X1, E) X C ( X2 , E) X R)  --  closed (we will write weak*- 
closed). Let us prove it. Suppose that (al ,  a2, r) is in the weak*-closure of D. Then, there exists 
a net (P))jeI C bvrca+(E, E') such that {(rqp 3, rc2p a, fx lxx2 cdttJ)}J CI is weak*-eonvergent to 
(CXl, c~2, r). Therefore, (#J(X1 x X2))jeI converges to c~l(X1) = a2(X2) and there is a bounded 
subnet (pJ(X 1 x X2))jei. Then, (]£J)jEI is a bounded net in bvrca+(E, E') and from the Alaoglu- 
Bourbaki Theorem [10, Theorem 3.4.1] and Remark 800, it follows the existence of a subset 
(S ) jeH and a measure It E bvrca+(E, E') such that (#J)jeH is a(bvrca(E1, E'), C(X~ × X2, E))- 
convergent to #. Since, r = limjeH fX~ xX2 c d#J = fx~ xx2 c d# and 7r~# = ai, i = 1,2, because 
~i is weak*-continuous, it follows that D is weak*-closed and the proof is finished. | 
Proposition 3 and Theorem 10 allow us to state the following corollary. 
(~OROLLARY 11. It 'E ~ can be renormed to be abstract L -space, then CPP is solval)le and there 
is no duality gap for CPP and CDP. 
In particular, if we assume that E+ has an interior point then E can be renormed to be 
an abstract M-space (see [11, Corollary 1.2.14 and Proposition 1.4.7]). Then it. follows fi'om 
Corollary 11 that CPP is solvable and there is no duality gap for CPP and CDP. 
The following theorem also shows the solvability of CDP whenever E+ has an interior point. 
TI~EOREM 12. Assume that E+ has an interior point. Then, there is a strong d~lalit.y, for CPP 
and CDP. 
PROOF. We have only to show that CDP is solvable. As already said, E can be renormed to 
be an abstract M-space with an order unit. Hence, by the Kakutanis ?epresentation theorem 
(se(~ [11, Theorem 2.1.3]), we can identify E with C(K),  where K is a compact Hausdorff space. 
Let T be the lattice isomorphism from C(X1 x X2, C(K))  into C(X1 × X2 x K) defined by 
F(f)(:r l  x x'2 × k) = ( f (x l ,x2)) (k)  whenever f E C(X1 x X2, C(K)) .  Since C(X~,C(E) )  and 
C( Xi, K), i = 1, 2, isometrically embed into C( X1 x X2, C( K) ) and C( X1 x X2 x K),  respectively, 
it follows that T~ = T Ic(x;,c(g)) is a lattice isomorphism from C(X~, C(K))  into C(X~, K). We 
pose an equivalent problem of CDP in C(X1, K) and C(X2, K) by means of the adjoints operators 
Fi* ofTi,  i = 1,2. 
To do this, let p~, #~, respectively, be the regular Borel measures on XI x K and X.2 × K 
defined by #~ = (T[ ) - l (p i ) .  The problem which we now pose is 
JX~xK~ 2xK~ 
Y 1 -~ V 2 ~ r(c),  (CTP*) 
v~ ~ C(X.~ x K), i = 1, 2. 
We begin by noting that (CDP) and (CTP*) are equivalent problems in the following sense. 
Both programs have the same (finite) value and (Ul,U2) is optimal for (CDP) if and only if 
(T1 (ul), T2(u2)) is optimal for (CTP*). 
Besides, considering the natural embedding of C(X1 x X2 x K) into C(X1 x X2 x K x K). 
it %llows that T(c) E C(Xi  x X2 x K x K). Then, (CTP*) is just the dual problem studied 
in [2], and the existence of an optimal solution (el, v2), v~ c C(Xi  x K), i = 1~ 2, is ensured by 
[2, Proposition 14]. Consequently, (TI-I(vl), T~-l(v2)) is an optimal solution of (CDP). | 
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